MEMO TO:  JIMCORNETTE  
BASIL GILLAM

FROM:   LARRY HART

I have found that the Academy is having coffee and registration just outside the door of our lecture auditorium. Sister Margarite who is in charge of the arrangements at Clarke suggested that we take advantage of this convenience rather than to have a special coffee break in our room. This we will do and it will be paid for by the Academy.

In view of limited funds, tight schedules, etc. noon luncheon for the officers and a few others will be hosted by the Loras Mathematics Department in the Loras dining facilities. It is less than one mile from the Clarke campus and I will have transportation available for the invited guests. Lunch is scheduled at 12:30 (or shortly before) with a 1:15 departure (or before) for the airport with Dr. Pollak and the rest of us to Clarke. I'll take care of the 30 minute advanced arrival time at the airport with airport management.

Father Ernsdorff will meet the Iowa State plane at 7:45 a.m., and will provide transportation for the day.

Also you will note Dr. Pollak's article in the NOTICES that just arrived.

See you Saturday.

VAY/  
April 2, 1976